A recent model of celestial e-vector analysis by the bee assumes that polarization information is transformed into modulation of perceived brightness while the bee scans the sky by rotating its field of view. It is shown that the suggested simple strategy to read compass information from the polarization pattern of the sky in natural conditions can work only in a part of the sky close to the zenith. The bee would need a different strategy for other regions of the sky. The inherent problem in this method is the following: a non-interrupted ring of ommatidia with a complete set of analyzer directions is available in the two dorsal rims only if the patch of the sky to be analyzed is close to the zenith, i.e. at an altitude of 70° above the horizon or more (e.g. point P a in Fig. 1) . If, however, the patch is at a position such as P d in the figure, there are scarcely any ommatidia in the dorsal rim area that point at this patch during the "sweep" with their optical axes. Rossel and Wehner offer the following solution to the problem: There are ommatidia in the dorsal rim that have exceptionally large visual fields [7] . They show a relatively narrow sensitivity peak in the center and a wide, flat "brim" extending 30° or more off-axis. This means that ommatidia from the dorsal rim also collect light from portions of the sky which are far off their optical axis, and, in principle, they could be used for off-axis e-vector analysis.
1. There is a specialized region in the eye (dorsal rim) that is used for the analysis of the polarization pattern of the sky. The UV-receptors in this region are of especially high polarization sensitivity.
The analyzer directions of the photo-receptors
in the ommatidia of the dorsal rim afford a template of the polarization pattern of the sky.
3. The bee rotates around her vertical axis until the analyzers in the dorsal rim are in register with the polarization pattern of the sky. In this case the body is aligned either with the solar or the antisolar meridian. 4 . If there is only a small patch of blue sky visible with a given e-vector direction, by rotating around her vertical axis the bee scans this patch with a ring of ommatidia in the dorsal rims of both eyes, thus exReprint requests to Prof. K. Kirschfeld.
Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, D-7400 Tübingen 0341-0382/88/0700-0621 $01.30/0 posing a changing set of ommatidia with analyzers of different angular orientation. The bee records that part of the dorsal rim which receives the highest stimulation during the turn and so extracts the compass information. I will call this method "ring e-vector analysis".
The inherent problem in this method is the following: a non-interrupted ring of ommatidia with a complete set of analyzer directions is available in the two dorsal rims only if the patch of the sky to be analyzed is close to the zenith, i.e. at an altitude of 70° above the horizon or more (e.g. point P a in Fig. 1) . If, however, the patch is at a position such as P d in the figure, there are scarcely any ommatidia in the dorsal rim area that point at this patch during the "sweep" with their optical axes. Rossel and Wehner offer the following solution to the problem: There are ommatidia in the dorsal rim that have exceptionally large visual fields [7] . They show a relatively narrow sensitivity peak in the center and a wide, flat "brim" extending 30° or more off-axis. This means that ommatidia from the dorsal rim also collect light from portions of the sky which are far off their optical axis, and, in principle, they could be used for off-axis e-vector analysis.
In agreement with this idea is the finding that the UV photo-receptors in these ommatidia have high sensitivity to polarized light and each exhibits its specific analyzing plane irrespective of the angle of incident light [7] .
In principle ring e-vector analysis amounts to comparing the excitation of the analyzers (or the difference between orthogonally aligned analyzers, as also considered by Rossel and Wehner), that scan a patch of blue sky one after the other. E.g. in Fig. 1 , the e-vector of patch P a of the sky is assumed to have the same alignment as an analyzer in ommatidium 1: excitation will be maximal in this ommatidium. If the bee rotates by 30°, ommatidium 2 with its optical axis points at the patch P a . Its analyzer, since rotated by some angle a ~ 30° relative to the e-vector of P a will be less excited than ommatidium 1, a.s.o. What happens, however, if only a patch like P c is visible (Fig. 1) ? Two cases have to be discriminated: In Case I only the patch of sky P c is exposed and Fig. 1 . The visual field of the dorsal rim area of the honey bee's eye (stippled area), as plotted on a spherical coordinate system. The animal is considered to be in the centre of the sphere. Also indicated are effective analyzer directions (short bars), modified from Rossel [13] . The points Pa to Pd are points on the celestial sphere. Double arrows indicate the direction of the vector of polarized light at the points Pa_d. A gain control mechanism would not help in Case II that is more realistic, and that makes the following assumption: the patch P c of blue sky is to be surrounded by clouds that are of similar UV brightness as the patch. This light, however, is considered to be not or only slightly polarized. In this case the situation becomes still more complicated: the signal from off-axis ommatidia does not only depend upon the angle a and the off-axis angle, but also upon the contribution of unpolarized light that is collected by the wide-field dorsal rim ommatidia.
Evaluations based on measurements of light from the sky under different conditions [8] and on the angular sensitivity distributions for the dorsal rim ommatidia as measured by Labhardt [7] , show that if a patch of sky of diameter of 10° is more than 10° offaxis, from a dorsal rim ommatidium it can no longer be used as an analyzer for polarized light: the contribution of the unpolarized or weakly polarized light overrides that of the polarized light to such a degree, that the signals in the analyzers fall below the detec-These consideration show that ring e-vector analysis in its elementary form is insufficient to solve the problem of e-vector analysis for small patches of sky. However, many experiments clearly showed that bees are capable of determining the direction of the e-vector of a small patch of sky, not only if the patch is close to the zenith, but also if it is as low as 30° above the horizon [3, 14] . This not only if the patch of sky alone is bright, but also if the natural sky could be seen through a translucent Plexiglas hemisphere [4] , What could be the mechanism bees use for this analysis? We can only speculate: It could be that not only dorsal rim ommatidia are used, but also analyzers in other ommatidia or even the ocelli, but this seems to be unlikely [10] . It could also be that bees are capable of analyzing the e-vector direction with the dorsal rim ommatidia by a "simultaneous" [11] method. The fact that in the dorsal rim the ommatidia have microvillus directions not only in two orthogonal but also in oblique directions [12] , would be in agreement with such an assumption.
